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ABSTRACT

The European Commission �Culture 2000� Programme has financed this special project. The Institute of Finnugoristics,
Hamburg University (Germany) was the leader of this project and the collaborators were mostly historians:
! University of Rostock, Historical Institute and Institute of Multimedia and Dataprocessing in Earth Sciences
! University of Jyväskylä, Department of History
! New Sorbonne University, Hungarian Institute, Paris
! Hungarian Institute of Culture, Berlin
! Eötvös Loránd University, Department of Cartography

Our department was responsible for the whole cartographic process: to create digital historical maps for both Hungary
and Finland. These two countries are new members of the European Union (Hungary is still a candidate), their
languages are relatives and differ from all the languages of the other EU countries.

This historical CD-ROM is marked for students or any other interested people who want to know more about these two
countries. Although the history of these two nations was totally different the historians have found a common solution
for the periodisation.

Even though it is a multimedia CD-ROM the project collaborators finally agreed on the HTML format to allow to read
the content on any computer environment.

In context of map design, further details were discussed and determined:
! For an easier handling, the named maps should not be divided but be scrollable if necessary.
! The maps used in particular chapters or subchapters should include simple information.
! The names of places are to be presented in the corresponding official names of the period. Only the names of

countries and waters, as well as legends are to be translated.
! Sensitive maps didn�t seem necessary. Instead, there should be a reference to the encyclopaedia at the menu bar,

with direct access to it.
! Because of didactic reasons, the basic maps of the various periods should be in the same scale. Theoretically this

decision is correct but during their 1000 years of history the size of the countries has changed frequently (especially
Hungary).

One of the main problems was the history itself. Hungary is in Central Europe and its history was more diverse than the
history of Finland: Hungary was occupied by several different powers during its history. Finland is a Nordic country
with much less diverse history. On one hand we had to show this difference, but on the other hand we had to balance the
content not to focus only on Hungary. The design of maps had to be uniform as in atlas cartography, which made the
mapping process more difficult and more exciting.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last 10-12 years CD-ROMs became the part of the everyday life. CD-ROMs were the first possibility to make
digital information available commercially for the common users Geographical and historical topics were the first
attempts to combine the scientific background with other multimedia elements. The multimedia elements were
continuously developed during this time. In the beginning of 90�s the only multimedia elements of the CD-ROMs were
the photographs and image files. The continuous claims to use additional elements (sound, music, video) were solved
by the Windows graphic environment (3.1, but even more the Win95) and the revolutionary spreading of the Internet
web. The continuously developing hardware elements (motherboards, processors, memory modules, graphic and sound
cards) were able to give the proper technical background for the fast evolution. The development of the technical
possibilities of internet was some years behind the CD-ROMs.
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The multimedia editors were quite developed by this time, but these kinds of possibilities were used only by a few
specialists who dealt with expensive multimedia applications.

These applications had to code the multimedia content specially:
! to protect the original multimedia file,
! to allow faster representation on the screen,
! to optimize the size of multimedia elements on the CD-ROM.

Maps were important multimedia elements in this early period. The first CD-ROMs were atlases where the maps were
the main elements. The reduced resolution of the computer screen (at that time the simple VGA resolution � 640*480
pixels � was the largest available resolution for most of the users) and the fact that some users had only monochrome
monitors and graphic adapters made the multimedia editing a little bit difficult. The relatively small resolution pressed
the editors to filter the content of a map image.

2. THE BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Our department has made the first Hungarian CD-ROM atlas in 1994. It was a vector based World Atlas with
multimedia elements (only photos). Due to the small number of computers and CD-ROM drives at that time the project
couldn't become financially successful.

The website of our department was established in 1995 and since then this homepage became one of the best known
Hungarian cartographic websites. These experiences helped us to become familiar with the multimedia techniques and
this field became the part of our education.

The European Commission �Culture 2000� Programme has financed a special project: Multimedial history of Hungary
and Finland on CD-ROM.

The Institute of Finnugoristics, Hamburg University (Germany) was the leader of this project and the collaborators were
mostly historians:
! University of Rostock, Historical Institute and Institute of Multimedia and Dataprocessing in Earth Sciences
! University of Jyväskylä, Department of History
! New Sorbonne University, Hungarian Institute, Paris
! Hungarian Institute of Culture, Berlin
! Eötvös Loránd University, Department of Cartography

What were the reasons to choose these two countries?
! Both countries are new or prospective members of the European Union (Finland � 1995, Hungary � 2004).
! Both countries are at the Eastern edge of the European Union.
! Both countries differ from their neighbours in their language, so they arrived to the Union with a special cultural

heritage.

This historical CD-ROM is marked for foreign students or any other interested people who want to know more about
these two countries. This is not a scientific CD-ROM, but the content was written by experts who know how to
represent the historical information for interested people.

Checking the available scientific materials it is interesting to remark that in Hungary the historical research is
widespread. The history of the last 100-150 years is still under discussion and after the changes of political system in
1989 several historical CD-ROMs were published. We had some tens of Hungarian historical CD-ROMs published in
the 90�s, but as for Finland we have found only 1 or 2.

3. THE ALTERNATIVES

The team members were mostly historians. They were not familiar with multimedia techniques, but we had to make
important decisions about the data format of the CD-ROM. Even it is a multimedia CD-ROM the projects collaborators
finally agreed on the HTML format to allow to use the CD-ROM in any platform, to read the content on any computer
environment. The HTML is a simple ASCII format which means that the text part of the CD-ROM is easily accessible,
with no protection at all. Because of the aim of the CD-ROM this was acceptable, we didn�t want to protect the content,
we wanted to let the users (students, teachers) to use the CD-ROM as a source of information to help them to create
their own lesson or presentation.



To choose the HTML format made us to use the multimedia elements also in standard widespread formats: the images
(photos, other illustrations) and maps are in JPG and PNG formats, the sound files are in WAV and MP3 formats, the
videos are in AVI formats, so each element is easy to use separately.

Of course the copyright belongs to the original owners (mostly museums, libraries and archives), but for educational
purposes the elements of CD-ROMs are intentionally allowed to use.

One of the factors we had to take into consideration was the tight deadline. After the successful application to make a
contract was in late, but the deadline hasn�t changed. So we had really limited time for the project.

The other alternative was the structure of CD-ROM(s). There were different solutions to create the final �product�: two
separated CD-ROMs � one for Finland and one for Hungary. The original plan was to translate the content into English
and German language, but now only the German version was finalized. The translation of the multimedia content didn�t
take too much effort, but the text part would take a lot of time and money.

4. THE CARTOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS

The maps for both countries were made by our department. Originally it was planned that only the maps of the
Hungarian part would be created by us, but finally we were the only cartographers to be involved in the project and we
have made the Finnish maps, too.

The difference of the history of the two countries has affected the cartographic process itself. The characteristics of the
screen and the characteristics of the topic to represent can be described in the following items:
! The area of Finland is much larger then the area of Hungary (during the long term history the area of the two

countries has changed � the Hungarian Kingdom was about three times larger). It is enough to show the users the
relation between the size of the two countries in one map in the introduction so we don�t have to take into account
in all maps the comparability.

! Hungary is a landscape orientated country (and during its history the borders and the area has changed
significantly, but the orientation was always similar), Finland is rather a portrait. If we show Finland on a screen
the country would cover only a small portion of the screen and the scale is much smaller compared to Hungary. To
solve this problem we regularly showed only the southern part of Finland where the historical events mostly
happened.

! The history of Hungary was very stirring (starting from the Roman times through the Middle ages and recent
years). The country was occupied by Tatars, Turkish, Habsburgs, Russians, so it gives the cartographers good
chance to make maps of certain periods. The history of Finland was relatively unexciting, so it was not easy to find
events that were worth showing on historical maps. Nevertheless we had to balance the content of the CD-ROM for
all different elements: text, photo, map, sound, video.

In context of map design, further details are discussed and determined:
! For an easier survey, the named maps should not be divided but be scrollable if necessary (we had only 1-2 maps

where we were not able to reduce the map content to avoid using scroll bars).
! The maps used in particular chapters or subchapters should include simple information. These maps are not

scientific products and the users are probably not interested intensively, they would rather want an overview of the
historical periods.

! The names of places are to be presented in the corresponding official names of the period. Only the names of
countries and waters, as well as legends are to be translated. Of course the Hungarian or Finnish names of the
earlier times are really difficult to translate into foreign languages (English, German) so we ha to find a
compromise.

! The HTML structure offers a good solution to represent large images, especially maps. The �sensitive maps�
function doesn�t seem necessary. Instead, there should be a reference to the encyclopaedia at the menu bar, with
direct access to it if the users are looking for certain geographic names.

! Because of didactic reasons, the basic maps of the various periods should be in the same scale. Theoretically this
decision is correct but during their 1000 years of history the size of the countries has changed frequently (especially
Hungary). Of course there were a few exceptions, because some of the maps had to show larger areas to represent
the historical connections.

Of course the historians tried to discover the similarities and parallelisms in the history of the two nations, and started
with creating the historic eras. The history of European nations was relatively similar but the big distance and the
different circumstances made the continuous comparison very time consuming.

Finally the following eras were established:
! Hungarian and Finnish prehistory and early history



! Christianization and the middle ages
! Hungary and Finland in the modern times as part of Great Powers
! Hungary and Finland in the age of enlightened absolutism
! The long 19th century
! Horthy�Mannerheim and the interwar period
! Kádár-Kekkonen
! Hungary and Finland in Europe

Finally the number of maps we have made in this project was 64+9 (facsimile) for Hungary and 33+7 (facsimile) for
Finland. We have also made historical maps for the whole Europe for 13 moments of the European history choosing
proper dates to show the European background (state boundaries). To make these maps more interesting for the users
these maps were transformed to a Globe shape.
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